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1. Present: Phil Bantin, Becky Cape, Robin Crumrin, Mary Krutulis, Jian Liu, Wen-ling 
Liu, Chris Long, Lou Malcomb, Marianne Mason, Andrea Morrison. 

2. The minutes of the November meeting were approved as presented. 
3. Andrea Morrison distributed copies of the 1995/1996 budget. After some discussion 

involving the needs of the Membership Committee and the Publications Committee, it 
was decided that both committees would retain the level of funding specified in the 
1995/1996 budget. 

4. Wen-ling Liu distributed a revised list of members (currently 89). She also offered an 
idea for recruiting new members--review previous years' membership lists and write 
recruitment letters to librarians who have not been members in recent years. 

5. Committee chairs reports: 
a. Booksale: no report, leftover books from Columbus' booksale will be available for 

InULA's sale. 
b. Constitution: Marianne Mason reported that the 1993 revision of the constitution 

was not distributed. The committee was charged with 1) searching the InULA 
archives for the 1993 revision and distributing it, and 2) investigating the 
possibility of changing the name of the Publications Committee to the 
Communications Committee. 

c. Continuing Education: (Mary Krutulis for Karen Nissen) the committee has begun 
discussions on the ideas submitted thus far. It is considering using multicampus 
technology in presenting the program. Discussions will continue and a report will 
be given next month. 

d. Program & Social: Becky Cape offered a fundraising idea--a booksigning 
arrangement with IU Press in which InULA would receive a portion of the 
proceeds. Andrea Morrison also passed around a sample of a clear coffee mug and 
suggested that having something similar with a catchy library-related phrase and 
the InULA logo on it would be a good fundraiser. Ideas for the phrase should be 
forwarded to her. 

e. Publications: Jian Liu reported that, since PAULA Notes will be published 
primarily on the Web, printing costs will not be as high as in the past, so some of 
the Committee's funds may be diverted elsewhere in the future. Paper copies will 
still be needed for some members, for the Serials Dept., and for the InULA 
archives. He presented an idea for an irregular feature in InULA Notes in which 
the "typical day" of individual IU librarians would be examined to see what their 
job really entails. This type of article could help strengthen collegiality throughout 



the system. The reporting could be done either by a paid reporter or by committee 
members. 

6. The next meeting was scheduled for 10:30 A.M., Monday, January 29 in SLIS 036. 
7. The general business portion of the meeting adjourned at this point, and the board 

members reconvened to discuss three Research Incentive Fund (RIF) applications. RIF 
awards were subsequently made to Jean Poland ($600), Jo Burgess ($500), and Cinda 
Ann May ($400), contingent upon the recipients agreeing to take part in a panel 
discussion of their research results. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Chris Long, Secretary 
clong@indyvax.iupui.edu 
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